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PRIMA PARTE
Text: Scattered hotels, a “Made in Italy” offbeat experience
Choose the answer which fits best according to the text. Circle one letter.
1) C
2) A
3) C
4) Couples and people on business are more likely to use this type of accommodation. The former can
explore the village and its surroundings and enjoy all the opportunities offered by the place as well as
eat in different partner restaurants or cafés. Businessmen/women too can sojourn in a scattered hotel
where they can feel freer to move, meet their customers (even local ones) in the affiliated cafés or
restaurants they prefer and not have to share their meals with other guests as it would be if they chose
to stay in a standard hotel with a single restaurant room. Even families who like to go around and
explore the surrounding areas and are not fond of all-inclusive crowded hotels may choose to stay in a
scattered hotel which allows them to be more independent and plunge into the local life of the host
village.
5) Unconventional tourists may be interested in spending their holidays in remote villages since these
small places are quieter and have a more authentic atmosphere than crowded towns which attract mass
tourism. Remote areas offer a more genuine and sustainable form of tourism which gives visitors the
opportunity to experiment and be part and parcel of the local life. These places treasure those
traditional recipes, stories and customs which contribute to make the stay unique and authentic. The
unconventional tourist will also definitely appreciate the fact that these remote villages are not subject
to marketing strategies, consumerism and impersonal business, but, on the contrary, preserve history
and invite their visitors to fully appreciate their unique centuries-old traits and to help develop local
economies.

SECONDA PARTE
3. Write a promotional leaflet for a local tourist board focused on an itinerary for a small group of tourists
who want to experience the distinctiveness and the realities of life in a remote historic town or village. Draw
up your itinerary by suggesting activities which would encourage contact with locals and list the variety of
accommodation on offer.

THE MAGIC OF VOLTERRA
Enjoy the beauty of this remote village and its centuries-old buildings and traditions by letting yourself be
spoilt by the many activities this place offers.
Choose the accommodation which best suits you and make the most of the itinerary suggested, you will
treasure this tour forever!
DAY 1:
Have lunch with the locals: they open their doors and lay tables in the streets where you can sit for free and eat
homemade food while learning a few Italian words!
Explore the medieval town: visit Piazza dei Priori, Palazzo dei Priori and Palazzo Pretorio. Admire the Roman
Amphitheatre and the remains of the empire. Walk through its narrow streets and the six gates in the Etruscan
walls.
Enjoy the food & wine fair which offers you the specialities of the area: ham, salami, foie gras, toasted bread
with local olive oil and the typical Florentine steak. All served with delicious local wines.
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DAY 2:
Visit the Etruscan museum and the art gallery and let yourself be mesmerized by the beauty of Santa Maria
Cathedral.
Buy local products from our craftsmen and artisans and do not forget to taste the local cheeses and cold meats
produced genuinely by our farmers!
Lunch in a “trattoria” of the village and dinner in a typical farmhouse where you can taste Tuscan specialities
while admiring the beauty of the landscapes.
DAY 3:
Guided wine cellar tour to the most ancient farmhouses in Volterra. Educational farm with animals for
children.
Picnic in the nearby vineyards. Outdoor cooking class in the countryside: learn how to make Cantucci and
ricciarelli, the typical Tuscan biscuits.
Dinner in a family-run agriturismo.
Accommodation available:
• three-star hotel in Volterra (200 euros per person – 20% discount for children under 10 years old)
• farmhouses in the countryside (150 euros per person - 15% discount for children under 10 years old)
• small apartments or double rooms in the medieval centre (150 euros per person - 10% discount for children
under 8 years old)
• bed and breakfast located in the main square (100 euros per person - 10% discount for children under 5 years
old)
3 days – 2 nights:
• maximum 15 participants
• complimentary gift: a bottle of Vin Santo and Cantucci biscuits
• English-speaking tour guide

4. Digital friendship: how does technology influence teenagers’ relationships?
The advent of social networks and the addiction to our smartphones have inevitably altered the concept of
friendship itself. We have more virtual friends than real ones, we are more connected than ever before and yet
we often feel more lonely and lack deep and authentic ties with the people we go out with.
Technology has definitely changed teenagers’ relationships: face to face interaction is often replaced by quick
exchanges of pictures, emoticons and GIFs. If you take a walk and stop in front of a café, you will easily find a
group of teens sitting at a table engrossed in their screens instead of happily communicating with each other.
This new trend is gradually giving way to superficial relationships which often make us teenagers dissatisfied
with our lives and always eager to fill that void with new videos, posts and photos which are however
ephemeral and often unreal.
Technology has undoubtedly made our lives easier and allowed us to maintain long-distance friendships and
chat with people living on the other side of the world. And yet connecting us all together, technologies have
also contributed to isolate us more and more as we often prefer to text a friend rather than meet him and it has
become easier to show an emoticon rather than express our feelings in our own words or, even better, looking
into our friend’s eyes.
The greatest challenge posed by our times is to learn to limit the use of our smartphones and retrieve the beauty
of enjoying a walk with a friend without necessarily feeling the need to show videos or see the photos a friend
posted on Instagram.
We must bear in mind that real friendship transcends wi-fi and if we want to establish long-lasting
relationships we must cultivate values such as respect, tolerance, constance and care which need face to face
interaction, presence, human connection, hugs and real smiles.

